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The cooperation between CERT Polska (CP) and IT Security Department of Polish Internal Security Agency (DBTI) has been established

SECURE 2002 conference – CIIP was a main subject

getting foreign experiences – Dutch model presented by Eric Luijff / TNO (big blackout in Amsterdam during the conference 😃)

CIIP Conference organized by CP

speakers and participants from many private and public keepers of CII

also further foreign experiences – British model presented by David Parker (UNIRAS) – London alive but our translators only just 😁
2003

Dead season in terms of events, decisions
Permanent lobbying by DBTI and CP
Work on a bill about CIIP

2004

DBTI has proposed the bill about CIIP
In July NASK/CP and DBTI signed agreement about cooperation on IT security field
In November Polish Prime Minister appointed governmental CIIP team to work out final conception
  - inventory of CIIP (to avoid castles on the list)
  - acceptance of ARAKIS-GOV < http://arakis.cert.pl/ > as one of the most important systems in CIIP concept -> initial decision of developing ARAKIS-GOV as the research project (an official agreement is in a preparation)
- **National Bank of Poland**
  
  Qualified incident handling service
  
  Warning service
  
  ARAKIS sensor in NBP network (monitoring by NBP and CP) – initial pixel in the picture of Polish CII security level

- **Other activities**
  
  CP is recognized by governmental sector as the natural source of support in case of IT security initials
    
    including close cooperation with national Police
  
  CP provides consultations for governmental sector

THANKS